This will be a lesson for students in grades 4-5. The subject matter includes types of
weather, weather instruments/forecasting and impacts of extreme weather events. It is
meant to be an interactive presentation with the teacher asking questions of the students
on nearly every slide.
This presentation was assembled as part of the outreach initiative for the Canadian
Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Change.
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Teacher: What else do you know about Nunavut?
Responses will vary depending on student knowledge and experience.
Addition al Information:
Facts about Nunavut can be found at: http://www.gov.nu.ca/en/Facts.aspx.
• Nunavut means “our land” in Inuktituk.
• Iqaluit is the capital city of Nunavut.
• Nunavut is the newest Canadian territory; it officially separated from Northwest
Territories on April 1st, 1999.
• The total area of Nunavut is 2,093,190 km2.

• The total population is 33,220.
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Teacher: What similarity do you notice in all of the animals shown?
Response: All of the animals have white fur.
Teacher: Correct. Why do you think many of the animals in the Arctic have white fur?
Response: In order to blend in (camouflage) with the snow and ice found in their
environment.
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Teacher: Nunavut is the geographically the largest of all thirteen provinces and
territories, but is the least populated.
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This slide is an opportunity for the teacher to ask the students about previous weather
knowledge.

The teacher can then share the information on the slide to ensure a clear understanding
of the weather.
For each of the following picture slides, the students are to identify the type of weather
that is being represented.

Allow many students to provide their response to demonstrate that many different types
of weather occur simultaneously.

Teacher: What kind of weather do you see?
Response: Cold, icy, snowy
Additional information: Snow generally forms if the air in a cloud is below freezing.
The water vapor then turns into ice instead of rain and the tiny ice crystals stick together
until they form snowflakes. When they get heavy enough to fall, they drop out of the
clouds. All snowflakes have six sides, but no two snowflakes are the exact same!
Information courtesy of:
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1ARTA0
010749

Teacher: What kind of weather do you see?
Response: Rainy, foggy, warm, sunny, rainbows
Additional information: While fog is a type of cloud, the term fog is typically
distinguished from the more generic term cloud in that fog is low-lying and the moisture
is generated locally. A dense fog develops if the liquid water droplets or ice crystals
formed by condensation are trapped and concentrated in a shallow layer near the ground
by a temperature inversion (in which a layer of warmer air is trapping cooler air near
Earth’s surface).
Information courtesy of:
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1ARTA0
002873

Teacher: What kind of weather do you see?
Response: Cloudy, sunny, cold
Additional information: “Clouds are formed when air containing water vapor is cooled
below a critical temperature called the dew point and the resulting moisture condenses
into droplets on microscopic dust particles in the atmosphere. A cloud is a visible mass
of droplets of water or frozen crystals suspended in the atmosphere”
(http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1ARTA0
001692).

Teacher: What kind of weather do you see?
Response: Rainbow, cloudy, wet
Additional information: A rainbow is a coloured arc that occurs when sunlight shines
onto falling raindrops and is refracted, then reflected back towards the observer. In this
process, each drop acts as a tiny prism, splitting the sun's rays (according to wavelength)
into their component colours.
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1ARTA0
006661

Teacher: What kind of weather do you see?
Response: Sunny, windy, warm, muggy
Additional information: All winds, from gentle breezes to raging hurricanes, are caused
by differences in the temperature of the atmosphere, by rotation of the Earth, and by
uneven heating of the continents and oceans. Since cool air is more dense than warm air,
the cool air sinks towards the Earth’s surface causing the less dense, warm air to rise.
This process is called circulation.
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1ARTA0
008633

In this section of the presentation, the teacher will show different instruments (tools)
that are used to measure some of the aspects of weather. This section is more
informative with fewer questions asked to the students.

Stevenson screen is the name for the white boxes shown. They are located in hundreds
of places in Canada, including all weather stations. Inside the boxes are instruments
used to measure temperature and sometimes humidity or pressure.
Teacher: Raise your hand if you know what instrument is used to measure temperature.
If no student knows the answer, tell them that they will learn about it on the next slide.
Response: A thermometer
Teacher: Yes! When the temperature is warm, the liquid inside the thermometer expands
and the liquid moves upwards. When the temperature is cold, the liquid inside the
thermometer contracts (takes up less space). Why do you think these instruments are
placed inside a box?

Response: The box protects the temperature sensors from being influenced by direct or
reflected sunlight.
Additional information: “Stevenson screens are always painted white to better reflect
the sun's rays. The louvered sides allow outside air to flow around the thermometers. In
the picture above, two hinges can be seen at the bottom of the door, with a latch at the
top. The door swings down rather than to one side so that the wind won't catch it on
windy days and rip it off the hinges. Stevenson screens are always installed so that the
door opens facing north, to keep the sun from shining directly on the thermometers and
affecting the readings”
(http://www.on.ec.gc.ca/skywatchers/ontario/wx_office_tour/compound/screen_e.html).

Teacher: This is a picture taken of inside one of the Stevenson screens. The thermometer at the top
measures temperature. The thermo-hydrograph measures both temperature and air pressure. The
thermo-barograph keeps a record of the temperature and air pressure over time. Some Stevenson
Screens also house hydrometers, which measure humidity.
Note: If you have access to a thermometer, bring one in to show the students. You can use hot and
cold water to demonstrate how a thermometer works.
Teacher: You may have heard people use the word humidity or humid before. Does anyone know
what humidity means?
Response: The amount of water vapor in the air. So if a region is experiencing high humidity, the air
will fell muggy and thick. The air temperature also feels hot. If a region is experiencing low
humidity, the air will feel dry. The air temperature may feel hot, warm or cool.
Teacher: Although sunlight is important for the body to make vitamin D, too much heat and
humidity can also be dangerous to one’s health. In extreme heat, high humidity, or vigorous
physical exercise under the sun, the body may not be able to get rid of enough heat, causing body
temperature to rise and the person to experience heat stroke. This can cause symptoms like nausea,
vomiting, weakness, headaches and muscle cramps. Infants, elderly people and people working
outdoors are especially susceptible to heat stroke.
Information courtesy of: http://www.weatheroffice.gc.ca/mainmenu/faq_e.html#weather4 and
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/hl-vs/iyh-vsv/environ/heat-chaleur-eng.php

A snow gauge measures how much snow has fallen. The snow falls inside the inner
tube as shown. It is then taken inside where it melts, and the volume of the water is
measured to determine the amount of snowfall.
Information courtesy of:
http://www.theweathernetwork.com/index.php?product=help&pagecontent=formulae#Q
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Teacher: You may have heard people use the word wind chill before. For example,
weather forecasters may say, “Today is going to -23°C, but will feel like -30°C with the
wind chill”. Does anyone know what wind chill means?

Response: “On a calm day, our bodies insulate us somewhat from the outside
temperature by warming up a thin layer of air close to our skin, known as the boundary
layer. When the wind blows, it takes this protective layer away, exposing our skin to the
outside air. It takes energy for our bodies to warm up a new layer and, if each layer
keeps getting blown away, our skin temperature will drop and we will feel colder. Wind
also makes you feel colder by evaporating any moisture on your skin, a process that
draws more heat away from the body. Studies show that when skin is wet, it loses heat
much faster than when it is dry” (http://www.ec.gc.ca/meteoweather/default.asp?lang=n&n=5FBF816A-1#wc1).

Additional Information: A rain gauge is used to measure the amount of precipitation
(rain) that has fallen. Precipitation comes in many forms: rain, drizzle, freezing rain,
freezing drizzle and hail. Some rain gauges have a measuring device inside the
collection container, while others need to be transferred into graduated cylinders
(similar to measuring cups) to be measured. Precipitation is usually measured in
millimeters.
Information courtesy of:
http://www.weatheroffice.gc.ca/mainmenu/faq_e.html#weather1ba

Teacher: Both anemometers and wind socks are used to measure the wind. Wind socks
show the direction of the wind. The sock turns to point in the direction in which the
wind is blowing. Anemometers measure how fast the wind is blowing. Both of these
instruments are commonly seen at airports.
Information courtesy of:
http://www.on.ec.gc.ca/skywatchers/ontario/wx_office_tour/compound/anemometer_e.h
tml
Additional activity: Using a wind sock (homemade wind socks can be make with ribbon
or light paper attached to a ruler), a fan and a paper with a compass rose drawn, you can
demonstrate how a wind sock works. Have one student hold the fan on any side of the
wind sock while the remaining students determine which way the wind is blowing.

Additional information:
“Many things contribute to how thick the ice can be; such as the depth of the water, if
the ice is exposed to the air and/or sun, as well as how much snow is on top of the ice.
Think of the snow as a blanket. When snow if on ice it insulating it, preventing it from
becoming thicker and stronger”
(http://www.taiga.net/nce/schools/lessonplans/seaice.html).

Additional Information: Remote-sensing technology used to measure ice thickness from
space was developed in Canada. RADARSAT is an Earth observation satellite
developed to monitor environmental changes and the planet's natural resources.
RADARSAT transmits pulses of radio waves towards the Earth, which then bounce off
snow and ice as an echo. The strength of the echo is used to determine the thickness of
the ice. If the echo is loud, the ice is hard and thick. If the echo is dull, the ice is soft and
thin.
Information courtesy of:
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1ARTA0
006639

Additional Information: The diagram above shows the approximate ice thickness
required to support various loads. Environment Canada has different safety
requirements based on fresh and sea ice conditions. These can be viewed at http://iceglaces.ec.gc.ca/App/WsvPageDsp.cfm?ID=10167&Lang=eng.
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Additional information: Each station collects data primarily from radiosonde
instruments attached to hydrogen-gas weather balloons, which are launched every 12
hours. Radiosondes transmit temperature, pressure and humidity information from
ground to 30 km; wind velocity and the direction the balloon travels is also tracked
electronically. In addition to addressing issues of climate change, global warming and
long-range transport of pollutants, researchers maintain that this data is important for
generating extended weather forecasts.
Information courtesy of:
http://thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1ARTA000375
1

Teacher: Weather can also be monitored using satellites. What is shown in the picture on
the right? (Point to the Earth.)
Response: The Earth

Teacher: Yes, this picture was taken by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, MODIS, which is on the Terra Satellite. MODIS will help us understand
global dynamics and processes taking place on the land, in the oceans, and in the lower
atmosphere in order to accurately predict global changes. What do you think is shown in
the picture on the left? (Point to the satellite.)
Response: A satellite
Teacher: Yes! This is a picture of the Envisat Satellite.

Additional Information: “By observing the Earth from space, satellites provide essential
information on ocean, ice, land environments, and the atmosphere. Earth-observation
satellites help us monitor and protect our environment, manage our resources, and
ensure the safety and security of Canadians. Satellite imagery and expertise is also used
to support global humanitarian efforts and sustainable development” (http://www.asccsa.gc.ca/eng/satellites/default.asp).

Teacher: The Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment on SCISAT-1 is an example of a
Canadian Satellite. Its monitors the atmosphere to track changes in ozone, air quality
and pollution mainly caused by human activity. How do we get satellites into space?

Response: Rockets!
Teacher: Correct!
Additional information: SCISAT measures over 30 different chemicals as it orbits over
the Earth’s polar regions, as well as tropical and mid-latitude locations. Some of the
chemicals it monitors in the stratosphere affect (and often deplete) ozone, which
protects life on Earth from harmful UV radiation. These data are used to support ozoneprotecting policies and initiatives like the Montreal Protocol. SCISAT not only measures
ozone depletion, but also collects data on climate change, and air quality and pollution.
Together with other satellite data and ground-based measurements, scientists continue to
build their understanding of Earth’s atmosphere.
Information courtesy of: http://www.asccsa.gc.ca/eng/satellites/scisat/scisat_061213.asp

Teacher: This is a picture of the Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment being launched
into orbit!

Additional information: “The satellite was launched by NASA on August 12, 2003 using
a Pegasus XL rocket developed by Orbital Sciences Corporation. At an altitude of
39,000 feet, the 3-stage Pegasus XL was dropped from by a L-1011 carrier aircraft that
took of from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California”
(http://www.ace.uwaterloo.ca/mission_launch.html). Many satellites require minor
adjustments of their orbit before they begin to perform their function. Built-in rockets
called thrusters make these adjustments. Once a satellite is placed into a stable orbit, it
can remain there for a long time without further adjustment.
Information courtesy of:
http://www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/topnav/materials/listbytype/How_Rockets_
Work.html

Teacher: Can anyone provide an example of an extreme weather event?
Response: Drought, floods, storms, tornadoes, cyclones, wildfires, heat waves, etc.
Teacher: What kind of impacts can extreme weather events have on human populations?
Response: (Allow many students to provide responses.)
• Homes can be destroyed and people can be displaced
• People can be injured or killed
• Sickness may spread
• Crops can be destroyed and food shortages may occur
• Financial loss
• Commercial buildings and infrastructure destroyed or damaged
• Loss of wildlife and vegetation
• Schools, hospitals and other social services out of service
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Information courtesy of: http://www.cbc.ca/world/story/2010/02/16/haiti-quakedamage016.html
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Information courtesy of: http://news.nationalpost.com/2010/12/30/2010-in-review-awild-weather-year-for-canada/

Additional activity: Ask students to provide examples of extreme weather events they
have heard about in the news or provide students with a list of recent extreme weather
events. Have students work in groups to brainstorm the impacts a specific event may
have had on the human populations affected. Allow each group to present their ideas to
the class, and then provide an opportunity to discuss the usefulness of forecasting
extreme weather events.
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Additional rocket-launching activities are available through the NASA website:
http://www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/topnav/materials/listbytype/OTM_Launch_I
t.html

